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Intimate Engagements
Art, Heritage and Experience at the 'Place-Ballet'

John Schofield, English Heritage, United Kingdom
Abstract: This essay will examine the cross-overs that can increasingly be seen between archaeological research and
practice, and contemporary art: artistic installation and intervention becomes archaeological, if anything other than the
most literal and conservative of definitions is used; archaeological practice is performance, and like much art, the process
matters more than the result - the journey more than the destination; and finally art can be used to interpret historic places
and events, in some cases more effectively than conventional heritage facilities, and archaeological evidence. Here I will
use a range of examples to examine how artists are archaeologists, and vice versa.
Keywords: Contemporary Art, Contemporary Archaeology, Heritage, Conflict

Summary

I

N THIS, THE second in a short series of essays
on the related practices of art, archaeology and
heritage (see also Schofield 2006) I want to focus
in particular on ways of documenting people’s
intimate engagements with place, those engagements
that shape people’s individual views of what matters
and why in their local environment. The essay will
address a fundamental paradox. On the one hand
heritage management practices are concerned with
managing change in the contemporary landscape –
establishing what matters and why, and retaining
some places from the past alongside new and appropriate development now and in the future. Readers
may be aware of listed buildings, scheduled monuments, spatial planning, conservation areas and perhaps landscape characterisation as mechanisms for
achieving this in the UK (Hunter and Ralston 2006).
Traditionally the values attached to such heritage
places are predominantly cultural values – what
matters to society as a whole. On the other hand are
local perceptions and values which are increasingly
relevant as democracy, accountability and participation take hold (Thomas 2004), where all views supposedly count and where a plurality of opinions will
inevitably be encountered. It is now widely felt that
local, community and even personal values should
hold weight in determining future management
needs.
There are long-established systems in place for
determining cultural values – the criteria for listed
buildings and scheduled monuments in England for
example. But capturing community and personal
values requires a different approach. My contention
here is that at least part of the answer lies not with
traditional heritage management practices, but with

the arts, and with artistic practice. This is because
art is fundamentally an individual expression. Artists
(and I include in this definition authors and musicians) are often the most successful in making public,
and encouraging dialogue on, those intimate experiences and evaluations of place that are increasingly
relevant to heritage management practice, and to
managing the historic environment.

Intimate Engagements
The most eloquent relics need not be the
products or debris, in a direct sense, of that
which they signify. Would the gateway through
which a lover or child was glimpsed for the last
time as he or she was being taken away not be
imprinted thereafter, for those left behind, with
intimations of loss? … The gateway, yes, but
also perhaps every laneway and river bank, a
detail here, a detail there, until the familiar local
landscape becomes for the survivor a minefield
of memory sites. (Byrne 1999: 47).
This quotation refers specifically to places of trauma,
but the principles are broader: that places matter for
all manner of particular personal associations; and
that these meanings and associations will often bear
no obvious relationship to a place’s structure or form.
Perhaps this is why we sometimes incribe meaning
onto a place, through graffiti or by depositing artefacts there? Either way, the relationships between
place, memory and meaning, at this more intimate
level of engagement, will typically be ambiguous
and difficult to decipher. How we then begin to
document these intimate engagements, how we encourage people to think about place in this way, to
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think their views are worth hearing, and how we
make those views public, are other matters entirely.
In Yi-Fu Tuan’s Space and Place, first published
in 1977, he describes how ‘intimate experiences lie
buried in our innermost being so that not only do we
lack the words to give them form but often we are
not aware of them’ (2005: 136). Thus, ‘intimate experiences are difficult to make public – apt words
are elusive; pictures and diagrams seldom seem adequate’ (ibid.: 147). ‘Difficult to make public’ he
says. Not impossible.
This ‘difficulty’ is deeply embedded in the heritage industry and heritage practice, which traditionally
operates at an impersonal, higher level – ‘cool’ and
‘dispassionate’ to borrow David Uzzell’s terms from
a slightly different context (1989). We talk of ‘national’ importance in England. In the United States historic properties must be ‘considered significant to
the archaeological, historic, architectural, engineering
or cultural heritage of the United States’. World
Heritage Sites are significant at global scale, cultural
properties having to meet one or more of a list of
criteria, ‘representing a masterpiece of creative human genius’ for example. Conventionally and typically the criteria refer to cultural significance therefore
– why places matter to society. Now whether it is
more difficult to understand and document personal
values, or that these intimate expressions were before
deemed to be of less significance than the cultural
values held or expressed by society, it is only very
recently that the heritage sector has begun to consider
more creative approaches to exploring these local
and community-based expressions. Thus far these
approaches have been largely ethnographic in scope,
using methodologies developed in anthropology to
record views and opinions. This emphasis has its
benefits, and has been used to good effect in exploring the values felt for traditional cultural properties
in the United States (eg. King 2003), for lost places
and places of trauma (eg. Read 1996), and in situations where values held by different communities
are contradictory or conflicting (eg. Thomas 2001).
These approaches all work, and have clear benefits
for understanding and managing the historic environment. But it is primarily cultural values that are being
recorded here, albeit expressed (often repeatedly) by
individuals in particular social contexts. Art is different. Crucially, it goes further in enabling individual
expressions, of value, meaning and interpretation. It
also causes us to think about familiar places in different ways, and thus to be more reflective, more critical
in our perception of the world around us. Colin
Renfrew noted for example how,
[the insights contemporary artists can offer]
come to us through the eyes, and sometimes the
other senses, offering us direct perceptions from
which we may sometimes come to share their

insights. The visual explorations … offer a
fundamental resource for anyone who wants to
make … sense of the world. … It is not that this
resource offers new answers, or that it will directly tell us how we should understand the
world. On the contrary, it offers us new, often
paradoxical experiences, which show us how
we have understood, or only imperfectly
mastered what we think we know. (Renfrew
2003: 7-8).
Tuan also reflects on art and society. He states for
example that:
Art makes images of feeling so that feeling is
accessible to contemplation and thought. Social
chatter and formulaic communication, in contrast, numb sensitivity. Even intimate feelings
are more capable of being represented than most
people realize. The images of place … are
evoked by the imagination of perceptive writers.
By the light of their art we are privileged to savour experiences that would otherwise have
faded beyond recall. Here is a seeming paradox:
thought creates distance and destroys the immediacy of direct experience, yet it is by thoughtful
reflection that the elusive moments of the past
draw near to us in present reality and gain a
measure of permanence. (2005: 148).
We can see from these observations, by an archaeologist and a human geographer respectively, that artists
can (indeed do already) play a significant part in
documenting place, enabling people to think about
it in a critical and considered way, and demonstrating
the fact and relevance of intimate engagements. With
politicians, planners and others increasingly aware
of the significance of local-ness, community and
place, it seems inevitable that contemporary artists
will increasingly have relevance to the heritage sector
and to society.
I will now further discuss these observations on
thought, experience and place and their implications
for the heritage sector by addressing two particular
but related themes. First, the relationships that can
increasingly be drawn between artistic practice and
the historic environment and archaeology. I will refer
here to the work of contemporary artists on archaeological sites, and artists whose work has been described as archaeology. The second theme will assess
current and new approaches to heritage management
and in particular will describe the gradual erosion of
state authority and the empowerment of individuals.
I will then briefly outline an emerging project where
English Heritage is working with artists to capture
some of these more intimate expressions. These three
sections are presented under the headings of Art,
Heritage and Experience.

JOHN SCHOFIELD

Art
It is not surprising that artists take an interest in archaeological sites, in the often laborious and intricate
processes of discovery and recovery, and in the objects themselves, spectacular or mundane. Artists
have sometimes been invited onto archaeological
projects to create reconstructions and representations
of the past, based on the evidence and its interpretation by archaeologists (eg. Archer 2003). Artists are
also interested in the actions and interactions of archaeologists; in archaeology as performance. A recent example saw Louise K Wilson documenting
archaeological survey at a Cold War rocket establishment in Cumbria, recording the process by which
place becomes heritage; by which monuments are
created (Cocroft and Wilson 2006). A well-known
archaeological site, where artists have been attracted
by renewed interest and reinvestigation by archaeologists is Çatalhöyük, Turkey. In Archaeology beyond
dialogue (Hodder 2003: 171-5), the project’s director, Ian Hodder, provides examples of the types of
work inspired by the site and the archaeological
processes undertaken there. One is Adrienne Momi
whose work links performance with ancient art and
spirituality. In 2001 she made a spiral at Çatalhöyük.
Working closely with archaeological teams to learn
about the site, and with local people and school
children, her spiral was meant to ‘provide a channel
of communication with the subconscious of the site.
She called her installation “Turning Through Time:
Communication with the Distant Past at Çatalhöyük”’ (Hodder 2003: 172).
Çatalhöyük is an interesting example, being a site
rich in prehistoric art which has also attracted the
attentions of contemporary artists. Hodder sees differences between these two phases of representation,
9,000 years apart. The prehistoric art does something,
he says (after Gell 1998); it plays ‘a social role in
relation to lineage and in relation to interaction with
the dead’ (Hodder 2003: 175).
But the contemporary art does something too. Not
least it adds a new and contemporary dimension to
the archaeological record – it becomes part of
Çatalhöyük, every bit as much as the 9,000-year-old

remains in fact; and it provides a new dimension for
archaeologists and others to question and interpret.
It influences how people experience the site; how
they engage with its ancient remains and how they
will remember it. As Tuan put it: ‘[a]rt makes images
of feeling so that feeling is accessible to contemplation and thought’. (op cit.)
Here art is, and becomes, archaeology. And here
too it is worth emphasising that archaeological
methods and theory can be applied to any material
culture in the pursuit of understanding – so that material culture can be an ancient settlement, or an
abandoned council flat, or a piece of land- or publicart. Geographers speak of places as ‘never finished,
always becoming’ (eg. Pred 1984) – the same is true
of archaeology; what we ourselves create becomes
our archaeology.
The council flat is a good example in fact of contemporary archaeological practice and contemporary
art, and the very fine line that distinguishes these
disciplines and approaches. Indeed I would suggest
that that line is often so fine as to be effectively nonexistent. Claire Doherty has recently implied exactly
this point in her essay Atmosphere (2006), part of
Paul Rooney’s publication Got Up Late the Other
Day. Doherty begins her essay with Victor Buchli
and Gavin Lucas’s 1997 ‘excavation’ of an abandoned council flat in Cambridge (see figure, below),
which used archaeological evidence to determine
who had lived there, and the circumstances of their
sudden departure (Buchli and Lucas 2001). She describes a particular tension in doing contemporary
archaeology, a tension that relates directly to intimate
engagements. She makes the observation that,
[H]istorical detachment is replaced by contemporary relevance. Buchli and Lucas’s report is
shot through with a tension between observer
and observed. For if, as the authors suggest,
their profession is concerned primarily with the
absent present and with “presencing absence”,
they must implicate themselves in the social,
political and economic reality that brought about
their site for study (Doherty 2006: 76).
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Characterising place 1: an abandoned Council Flat in England (Photo: Gavin Lucas and Victor Buchli)
Paul Rooney’s archaeology draws close comparison.
In his Flat 23 (2002) a former resident of a block of
flats at Linosa Close, Liverpool, was asked to list
the objects that filled three rooms in her former flat
prior to its demolition. These words were set to music
and sung by a female voice with multiple voice
backing by the same singer. This forms the
soundtrack to static video shots of the same, now
empty, rooms. Doherty describes the soundtrack as
a kind of incantation that seemed at once a lament
and a mnemonic, as deeply emotive and disturbing
despite it being a simple description of furnishings
and decorations long since removed:
There were floral curtains with net curtains to
windows. The walls were painted magnolia.
There were plain green carpets. There were no
pictures on the wall. There was a double bed
and bedroom suite in dark wood that had two
wardrobes, a dressing table and two bedside
cabinets. There was a homemade chair, and a
Victoria chair with no arms and a straight back
that looked a bit like a throne. It was covered
with material.
As Doherty puts it, ‘[T]he words are straightforward.
There is no nostalgia, just memory. What begins to
happen through the repetition of melody and lyric is
the conjuring up of the home and the lives of Doreen
and Bernie Hughes. This is Paul Rooney’s archaeology’ (2006: 77). And in both flats – the council
flat in Cambridge, and in Linosa Close, the character
of the places – and to some extent the type of place
– is revealed, and intimate experiences of them are
successfully made public.
Another example where film and photography
document the character of a particular type of place,

through the artist’s intimate engagement with specific
examples, is Angus Boulton’s work on abandoned
Soviet bases in eastern Germany (Boulton 2006).
Boulton’s films have a particular quality to them,
creating not just an impressionable documentary, but
an experience. Boulton explains his practice thus:
The depiction of ‘trace’ appears as a recurring
theme in many of the film and photographic
projects I have undertaken to date. It is the representation of these traces of human presence,
whether past or present, that frequently forms
the focus of a style of photography, and more
recently film, that aims to interpret aspects of
recent history, memory, and a sense of place.
The still imagery is formal, often symmetrical
and could be viewed as architectural or documentary in nature, a recognised style that lends
itself to the process of recording. However, by
creating collections of similar images, and exhibiting them in series, the intention is to use
repetition as a means of exploring further this
sense of place. The deceptively simple results
aim to draw more from the viewer than a basic
visual document might allow, whether by the
triggering of personal memory or other, frequently unforeseen, associations. (2006: 36).
Boulton’s films are intimate engagements with places
most of us will never actually visit, but we see
enough to feel as though we have been there, and for
the experience to create a particular emotive response
– having seen the film, we know this place, and this
type of place. Watching his films reminds me of a
recent review of Vancouver artist Stan Douglas’s
work in The Guardian newspaper. It said:

JOHN SCHOFIELD

Projected images have a particular capacity to
reach into us. They may be insubstantial
creatures of light and darkness, but that’s how
they worm their way in. We replay memories
as though they were our own home movies. And
other people’s movies, and other people’s stories, become by some circuitous route, our own.
The events unfolding up on the screen may not
have happened to us, but the movies did. And
now movies are in us, and TV is in us, and our
relationship to them is no longer simply as witnesses and viewers of once-novel media. They
frame our dreams and, in some part, our waking
lives.

known, and is essentially concerned with empowering people. In the same vein, the doctrines
of sustainability emphasise the need to involve
local people actively in decision-making about
their environment, and to recognise that different groups of people may value the same resource for very different reasons. In essence,
sustainability recognises that there can be more
than one version of ‘truth’, and tries to harness
and to reconcile differing perceptions, recognising in particular that the authority of the state
should not automatically take precedence over
local perceptions of local environments
(Thomas 2004: 195).

I’m reminded also of Dziga Vertov’s comment in
1923:

In recent years, and largely since 2000, the heritage
sector has progressed with understanding and – to a
lesser extent - documenting local views and perceptions, progress made possible in large part through
recent developments in Geographical Information
Systems (GIS) and the World Wide Web. Landscape
characterisation for example has emerged as a
methodology and a conceptual framework for managing change, based on recognising the existence
and significance of local distinctiveness (www.eng
lish-heritage.org.uk/characterisation). Characterisation is an holistic, coarse-grained and non-judgemental approach to landscape, ultimately at national scale,
which creates maps that document the contemporary
landscape and historic influences upon it. Maps
identify areas that have distinctive characteristics,
whether a particular street pattern or plan-form in
urban settings, or a pattern of fields in rural areas.
Individual characterisation projects tend to be confined to local authority areas, or individual towns
and cities, though the results can be amalgamated to
create regional, national, even international, representations. Most characterisation projects (all except
the very early ones in fact) are GIS-based, meaning
that there is scope for incorporating infinite layers
of additional information, including perhaps the more
intimate expressions described earlier.

I’m an eye. A mechanical eye. I, the machine,
show you the world the way only I can see it. I
free myself for today and forever from human
immobility … Freed from the boundaries of
time and space, I co-ordinate any and all points
of the universe, wherever I want them to be.
My way leads towards the creation of a fresh
perception of the world. Thus I explain in a new
way the world unknown to you.
In that sense at least the artist’s work (the filmaker’s
in this case) provides the most intimate of engagements.

Heritage
I want to draw back from the personal and return to
a broader cultural view just for a moment. In a recent
review of archaeology and authority in England,
Roger M. Thomas has outlined the move away from
state authority towards plurality and the empowerment of the individual. He notes for example how:
[t]he injunction to individuals to ‘think global,
act local’ in environmental matters is well-
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Characterising place 2: an example of Historic Landscape Characterisation. Present day field boundaries can
be made out; the red area is an urban centre

Characterising Place 3: Thames Gateway – Photograph by Jason Orton, part of a Commission for the Arts Regeneration Project: Thurrock: A Visionary Brief in the Thames Gateway
The connections between art and landscape character,
and the ability of artists to document distinctiveness,
has a long history (eg. de Botton 2002, Ch7). These
connections can also be seen within the fields of
heritage and urban planning. Hayden (1995) for example cites Common Ground’s public installation
at Chiswell (England), part of The New Milestones
project (1986-93) in which Common Ground brought
sculptor John Maine to work with residents to create
Chiswell Earthworks, described by Sue Clifford as
‘five terraces to stop the land sliding, held back by
dry stone walls, each one built with stone from a
different level of the Portland beds, each worked in
discrete masonry techniques appropriate to the stone.
… At one stroke this would make visible the geology, the long masonry and stone walling traditions
and allude to the farming and quarrying history and
the dominance of the sea’ (1993: 11).

Artists and writers are involved in current development proposals for the Thames Gateway, where
historic landscape characterisation provides context
to regeneration and development in the region. This
is one of the housing growth areas identified by the
British government to address housing shortages in
the south-east, and to create sustainable communities.
The purpose of characterisation here was to contribute first to spatial planning objectives, by considering
where housing might be best placed taking historic
landscape considerations into account, and second
to local identity, sense of place and value. One aspect
of creating identity and social cohesion is recognising
people’s intimate engagements with the place, the
landscape; and the personal-, community- or socialvalues they attribute to it. Here artists could be more
successful than most in making these expressions
public.

JOHN SCHOFIELD

Cognitive mapping does similar things for character and place. This is a method used for example by
Kevin Lynch to create composite portraits of Boston
(USA) and Los Angeles, the latter showing differences in perception amongst different groups based
on class, gender, age and ethnicity. The space of the
city as understood by these groups varied greatly in
size as well as in its memorable features (cited in
Hayden 1995: 27).
These various approaches have the potential to
bring other benefits beyond understanding the
meaning of place; these include documenting human
interaction with place over time, in wider spatial
contexts and in a more dynamic sense, in terms of
the paths taken and journeys made, rather than just
points on a map. The geographer David Seamon
(1980) uses the metaphor of dance to describe such
interactions. A particular task he refers to as ‘bodyballet’; when such movements are sustained through
time they become a ‘time-space routine’; and when
one moves beyond individual to group behaviour
and many time-space routines are combined in a
particular place, a ‘place-ballet’ emerges. It is this
final category of group behaviour through time which
can generate strong sense of place, and a set of values
which people will consistently ascribe to the places
that matter most to them. As Tim Cresswell puts it:
‘The mobilities of bodies combine in space and time
to produce an existential insideness – a feeling of
belonging within the rhythm of life in place’ (2004:
34).
Proboscis’s Social Tapestries programme ( http://socialtapestries.net ) perhaps comes closest to
achieving some of these objectives in an applied
sense, to understanding place through people’s personal experiences of it, and to making that understanding public. (It is no surprise that a key member of
the project team is an artist.) The premise here is that
few people have much control over the forces
that shape their neighbourhoods … When asked
to contribute to consultative exercises about
their local area, people often struggle with the
experience of publicly articulating their views
… But residents are expert at living where they
live. Social Tapestries aims to demonstrate how
people can strengthen their collective use of
information and communication, in their own
interests, at their own pace (Proboscis 2006a:
np).
Proboscis is successfully developing systems to record knowledge and experience of space, using GIS,
the Web and mobile phone and other technologies.
They use the term ‘public authoring’ to describe the
mapping and sharing of knowledge, information,
memories, stories and experiences, enabling people
to be ‘agents, actors and authors in the world of

communications and knowledge sharing. Urban
Tapestries enables people to describe and share relationships structured around place’ (Proboscis 2006b:
np. Emphasis in original.) In a similar vein, the artist
Christian Nold is undertaking research in the field
of what he terms ‘biomapping’, using georeferencing
combined with galvanic skin responses to document
people’s emotional responses to place ( http://www.biomapping.net ). These are both forms of
characterisation, and represent exactly the kind of
intimate engagement Tuan (op cit.) referred to,
drawing out personal experience and meaning, recording place but also the threads that form the
tapestry, holding the places together in terms of
meaningful spatial and social relations. In Urban
Tapestries the authors’ descriptions are placed in
‘pockets’ (a polygon in GIS terminology), being the
relationships people have to a particular geographic
place, space or trajectory, which can be filled with
text, audio, images and video clips.
Again with these examples – the Thames Gateway,
and places investigated in programmes conducted
by Proboscis – the character of place is revealed and
intimate experiences of them can be successfully
made public. In the final section I’ll introduce an
example English Heritage is involved with, where
artistic practice, heritage and experience come together to document a very particular type of engagement.

Experience
With these observations in mind, a current project
will seek to record and document the processes of
drawdown and closure of the iconic RAF station at
Coltishall in Norfolk. Uniquely, our intention here
is to record these processes in terms of actions, interactions and ceremonies connected with closure, as
well as the influence of closure on both the infrastructure of the base and the character of the surrounding
landscape. Crucially, we are also seeking to record
the social dimension: the trauma or relief of closure
amongst local communities and how closure impacts
upon people’s experiences of living there. English
Heritage’s usual approach to closure is to compile a
photographic record of the historic architecture of
the place, which usually means the buildings in their
raw and abandoned state. Here the approach will be
different. As well as achieving the usual photographic record (specifically created ‘for the record’), and
some historical documentation, English Heritage
photographers are also recording the base during its
occupation, as well as capturing aspects of the
drawdown, such as servicemen moving home, the
ceremonies of closure, the administration requied to
manage it effectively, and the storage and subsequent
removal of furniture and equipment from the site.
To assist with this, and to create an additional, more
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reflective and interpretive record, we have also invited three artists – Angus Boulton, Gair Dunlop and
Louise K. Wilson - to create their own experiences
and records of the closure. The object here is for the
three artists to each create their own impression of
the place, and of the processes and consequences of
change as they experience them. All three artists
have research interests in the related fields of modernism, materiality and militarism, but critically their
particular approaches and visions are very different.
Gair Dunlop for example says this of his own involvement:
The RAF base at Coltishall is a junction of the
pastoral and the apocalyptic. As the last airfield
connecting the RAF to its era of unambiguous
heroism, its role in the self-image and identity
of the military and the East Anglian citizenry

is iconic. With the emphasis now firmly on
drawdown and the role of the base being consigned to memory, I want to examine its atmospheres, tensions, and possible futures. I wish
to make several visits as the process of transfer
takes place, and to work with the community
and its responses to the transformation of space.
There are fascinating issues of memory, identity, community, and planning involved. The
stillness of the airfield now, and the sounds of
wind and nature without engine sound, will be
placed with voice and archive material to make
a meditative piece on time, passing threat, and
current attitudes to war, peace and the ‘rural’.
In addition, the airfield is still being 'used' as
flights continue in the simulator. This gives a
fascinating insight into role-playing and reality.

Characterising Place 4 – Documenting Drawdown at RAF Coltishall, Norfolk (1). Photograph Courtesy of
English Heritage Ref.AA 054365

Characterising Place 5 - Documenting Drawdown at RAF Coltishall, Norfolk (2). Photograph Courtesy of
English Heritage Ref.AA 054371

JOHN SCHOFIELD

Angus Boulton will Contribute a Different Approach:
Having already documented the last days of
flying at Coltishall, I intend to create an installation, through film and photography, that comments on the transition of the installation from
one that’s fully operational to its ultimate redundancy. I am particularly intrigued by many
of the frequently overlooked aspects of airbases,
the subtle conflict between visual aesthetics and
the troubling nature of a closed military zone
and its perception by the outside world.
These works, alongside our own photographic record
(see figure, above), we hope to make public, through
exhibitions, the Web and a published book. People’s
reaction to these works will form another layer of
engagement – with the record, the place that influenced and shaped it, and the exhibition spaces, one
of which we hope will be back at Coltishall, dependent on its future use.
As contributions to characterisation go, and in
making public intimate engagements with a very
specific type of place, involving a very particular
community, this approach draws on different styles,
perceptions and media to capture and represent a diversity of stories, views, insights and narratives. For
us in the heritage sector, this is an experiment,
pushing the boundaries beyond more conventional
characterisation studies, to determine how closely
we can understand, document and make public
people’s intimate engagements with a place that
arouses such a strong sense of place and community.

Conclusion
The connections between art, heritage and experience
are becoming more firmly established, more grounded in each of the respective disciplines. The recognition that art can contribute in a meaningful way to
documenting and mapping character is one dimension of this. Another is simply the recognition of
benefits in public art (art in public space) and the
principle that ‘no public art can succeed in enhancing
the social meaning of place without a solid base of
historical research and community support’ (Hayden
1995: 75). Also the fact that art (and specifically
public art) can provoke, stimulate, reveal and relate
to its audience (Parr 2006: 123). Carol Parr goes on
to describe how public art has the
power to relate to a wide audience by removing
the obstacles of traditional learning techniques

and opening doors to a range of learning styles.
It can engage with our emotions, encourage us
to become more aware of our surroundings and
even change our attitudes (ibid).
What most of the places described in this essay have
in common is that they are familiar to us in many
ways, but unfamiliar in others. Whether we are investigating abandoned council flats, urban landscapes, or the buildings and spaces of RAF Coltishall, we are dealing primarily with places that hold
very particular meanings for people, and places about
which we have our own, often strongly held views
and impressions. These meanings can relate to
activities conducted in particular places (points),
generic activity at landscape scale (space, or areas)
and activities that are not place specific and relate
more to temporality (trajectories or the lines of
journeys). But they are all intimate engagements and
experiences within the context of Seamon’s ‘placeballet’. There was a time when we felt such intimate
engagements were both out-of-reach, and beyond
the relevance of heritage management practice. But
heritage is about understanding place, and what
places mean to people. Art and technology are
providing new ways of understanding the meaning
and value of place, and making those values accessible to all. In all of the examples I have described,
we can begin to understand the point of heritage as
social action (Byrne in press), to see and recognise
the existence of the ‘ghosts of place’ (Bell 1997),
and to create a methodology for documenting and
making public intimate engagements with the places
that matter.
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